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classic sports brand Adidas Originals this year, the cooperation projects are people One's blood boils with indignation. And in
cooperation with the music stars is the focus of the street, Kanye West Kanye & middotWest to join the adidas originals new front, the
Kanye West's music brand g.o.o.d. music the artists have become the Adidas originals of the partner. Since big Sean x adidas
originals "Metro Attitude" after, the official also announced the popular rapper pusha T and launched the following pusha t x adidas
EQT unheralded appearance of '93 shoe. In the classic Guidance EQT 93 is modeled as a whole with champagne and white as the
main. Burst pattern design on the leather show its excellent artistic design, the heel also create new styles. Buckle "King Push"
surface identity. The whole pair of shoes for people to fall in love, and its price is $200 dollars, and will be officially released this
month on the 23, the interest of the friends may wish to pay more attention. 
/>
December 20 news: Because of a lawsuit against Nike Air shoes "pseudo-science", Beijing of being the director of the Institute of
ergonomic Nike's lawyer Zheng Qingsheng being accused of "illegal theft of trade secrets." Zheng believes that the accusation is a
malicious slander, sued Nike infringed its personality and reputation (16 November has reported). Yesterday morning, Zheng
Qingsheng Dongcheng Court of First Instance dismissed the prosecution, the court considered the case of dispute views of the
remarks, not vilify personality.
Nike on its website that its production of air-cushioned shoes, "can give the muscles, bones and joints the best protection" 
Zheng Qingsheng that this argument is a pseudo-science, at the end of last year, Zheng Qingsheng Nike (Suzhou) Sports Goods
Corporation (Nike Chinese company) sued the West Side Court. 
Xicheng Court of First Instance rejected the claim. The trial, Nike's lawyer repeatedly accused him of "illegally entered the Nike
internal Web site," "steal business information." 
September this year, Zheng Qingsheng again Nike Chinese companies and "pseudo-scientific" case of two agents sued Nike East
Court, that the other side defamatory, Nike and agents requested a public apology and compensation for mental solatium 150,000
yuan. 
Nike believes that the respondent is published comments agents made based on the fact, it is a normal exercise of right of action
does not constitute libel. 
East Court held that the views and opinions of Nike's statement is a recognition of Zheng Qingsheng enter their site behavior rather
than fabricating facts, this view belong to different parties for events subjective understanding, not vilify and insult slander Zheng
Qingsheng Personality . And Zheng Qingsheng did not provide him sufficient evidence to lower social evaluation, requests for
reputation infringement can not be established, the first instance be rejected. 
The plaintiff Zheng Qingsheng said it would appeal.
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] For many people, the "marathon" and the Olympics tend to be a project or a boring sport
equate. However, to be held in San Francisco Nike Women's Marathon (Nike Women's Marathon) will subvert your thoughts.
2012 Nike Women's Marathon 
run the Nike Women's Marathon in 2004 is currently the world's largest women's marathon, aim for leukemia and lymphoma patients
raise medical funds, held each fall in a pleasant climate select San Francisco, 2013 Tenth San Francisco Women's Marathon
scheduled be held in October 20 (local time). 
Nike Women's Marathon Introduction: 
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